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Released
returning home: resettlement and reintegration of ... - berkeley law from the selectedworks of laurel e.
fletcher march, 2009 returning home: resettlement and reintegration of detainees released from the u.s. naval
base in seminar/workshop on return, resettlement and reintegration ... - a return, resettlement and
reintegration program in colombia, for example, should take into consideration the laws that grant ethnic
minorities specific cultural and territorial rights 14 . fmr 43 may 2013 liberia: local politics, state building
... - interventions aiming to assist idps and refugees returning home in fragile states would do well to take note
of the local political and economic contexts in the aftermath of war, because these deeply affect the
reintegration of war-affected populations. practitioner’s kit for return, resettlement ... - resettlement and
reintegration. involving the displaced will make their involving the displaced will make their return or
resettlement more successful as well as more sustainable. refugee reintegration in war-ravaged eritrea 1
- refugee reintegration in war-ravaged eritrea i. introduction long-term refugees who return home to eritrea—
some of whom have been in sudan for decades—will have a chance to participate in eritrea’s current post-war
reconstruction alongside their compatriots, thereby easing the returnees’ social reintegration. returning
refugees will settle into host commu-nities where current ... the long road home: opportunities and
obstacles to the ... - the long road home: opportunities and obstacles to the reintegration of idps and
refugees returning to southern sudan and the three areas - hpg commissioned reports synthesis paper return
and reintegration of sudanese refugees to southern ... - many of the displaced will be returning to areas
which have suffered severely, not only from conflict, but also drought, and where basic social services are
extremely limited or non-existent. while protection and community-based reintegration activities in these
areas are gradually taking root, the access from refugee settlements in hosting countries to areas of return
presents an enormous ... refugee - idp return and reintegration - un - refugee - idp return and
reintegration n early 2002 it was estimated that nearly one-third of the afghan population was either internally
or externally displaced. reintegration of rwandan returned refugees and other ... - have returned home.
however, unhcr estimates that about 100,000 rwandan refugees still live outside the country, thereof 41,000 in
the democratic republic of congo (drc). it is expected that many of these refugees continue to return home as
a result of the ongoing crisis in the drc and in response to the cessation clause of the refugee status which
came into force in june 2013, following an ... refugee resettlement programme burundi - of refugee
resettlement came when the usa scaled up its acceptance of refugees from burundi in 2014. a total of 18,981
congolese refugees living in burundi are expected to be resettled in the coming years with the majority to usa
and an average caseload to others resettlement countries. resettlement has become an important option for
congolese refugees in burundi, as the chances of returning ... return migration and reintegration issues:
armenia - the present paper explores the phenomenon of return migration and reintegration issues for
armenian citizens returning to their country of origin. it also discusses some aspects (institutional, economic
and
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